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HO Reports and UNSCEAR 2013 Report

Reports by the World Health Organization (WHO) on dose estimation and health risk assessment*1 
and the 2013 Annual Report by the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 
Radiation (UNSCEAR) *2 are compared and their outlines and key points are introduced here.

year after the accident and identify areas requiring emergency measures. Therefore, the WHO 

the preliminary dose estimation report in May 2012. Later, the WHO released preliminary health risk 
assessment report in February 2013.

In the meantime, the UNSCEAR regularly reports the status of radiation exposure of respective 
countries all over the world based on its scientific review of information. It has been continuing 
research and analysis of the effects of the Chernobyl NPS Accident for years and it also released 

Fukushima Daiichi NPS in April 2014.

Vol. 1, “UNSCEAR 2013 Report (2/9) Outline of Assessment of Public Exposure Doses”)

*1: WHO Reports on preliminary dose estimation and health risk assessment:

and Tsunami (2012)

tsunami, based on a preliminary dose estimation (2013)
*2: 2013 Annual Report by the UNSCEAR:
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For effective dose estimation, the WHO divided Japan into three zones, (i) Fukushima Prefecture, (ii) 

Japan, while the UNSCEAR divided Fukushima Prefecture into three zones, and the other prefectures 

the rest of Japan.
Both the WHO Reports and the UNSCEAR Report state that their assessments of internal 

and external exposure doses contain certain uncertainties due to uncertainties inherent to basic 
data. Sources of such uncertainties explained in these Reports are mostly the same despite some 
differences in expressions. The assessment by the WHO is generally overestimated than that by the 
UNSCEAR.
(Related to p.191 of Vol. 1, “WHO Reports (2/4) Effective Dose Estimation Method,” p.193 of Vol. 

Report (8/9) Assessment of Public Exposure Doses: Uncertainties”)

 [Relevant parts in the reports]
Results of effective dose estimation:

Uncertainties in dose assessments:
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In taking emergency measures immediately after a nuclear disaster, exposure doses and 
health risks are often overestimated from the perspective of mitigating health effects that 
may be caused by radiation exposure to the extent possible.

In other words, risks are assessed conservatively on the safe side to avoid 
underestimation. Such conservative assessment is considered to be effective in avoiding 
the worst situation that may happen. On the other hand, in the recovery period after 
the completion of emergency measures, exposure situations are to be ascertained 
more realistically by reflecting on the accident based on fragmentary information and 
measurement data, and the possibility of health effects into the future are assessed in more 
detail.

The WHO Report on health risk assessment provisionally calculated health risks 
based on doses calculated conservatively with limited information and under conservative 
assumptions. As a result, its risk assessment provided the upper limit but resulted in 
overestimation as a whole.

The UNSCEAR Report intended to assess exposure levels and radiation risks due 

obtained. However, it states that the assessment still contains uncertainties due to the 
limitations in actual data. For example, there are uncertainties concerning measurement 
levels of radionuclides deposited on the ground surface and the assumption of radioactivity 
concentrations in foods. Due to such uncertainties, dose assessment in the UNSCEAR 
Report is indicated as being likely to be overestimated or underestimated depending on the 
circumstances.
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